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Description:
Peaceful Night Dreams
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

Dreams are a way of escaping from the real world, opening the door to fantasy and designer Barbara Ana is always
ready to follow the surprising paths dictated by her creative mind. Her dreaming girl is captured at night time, eyes
closed, serene. Her dream opens up behind her, as if a window opened into her mind.

 

It is dark, a full moon is shining. Fir trees stand atop a hill. Her hair as if blown sideways by the wind, forms like a
huge wave. Oversize flowers - or are they seaweed? -  flow with the current. Below as if in a valley, is a quiet village,
houses all lit up.

 

The girl herself seems to be growing deer-like horns. Her head bears a crown. Hanging from her ears are tiny
lanterns, more light in the night.

The cross stitch pattern is fun to stitch, with interesting detail such as the girl's T-shirt - or is it her pyjama ? -
featuring a cat motif inspired by the pixel-like images of early video games.

 

Part of the uniquely creative series of Dreaming Girl portraits by Barbara Ana.

 

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more Dreaming Girl patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Peaceful Night Dreams

Chart size in stitches: 132 x 95 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 32ct Murano by Zweigart ,in color 7025 Dark cobblestone

size of stitched area: 8.25 x 6 inch (21 x 15 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-peaceful-night-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4172.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/dreaming-girls-cross-stitch-patterns-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_715.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4172&w=132&h=95


Chart: color & BW, includes 1-page chart for digital viewing

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 12

Themes: dreaming girl, serenity, full moon, quiet, sleep, flowers, wave

 

>> see all Night-time patterns (all designers)

>> see all patterns with Portraits (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/night-with-moon-shining-cross-stitch-pattern-nighttime-with-moon-shining-xsl-211_646.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/beautiful-lady-woman-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-555.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-peaceful-night-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4172.html

